Subject: Invitation to EASA’S Workshop Flight at high altitude, manual flight and failure conditions, Cologne, 23-24 November 2015

Attachment: draft Agenda

Dear Madam/Sir,

On the 23 and 24 November 2015, EASA’s Certification and Flight Standard Directorates are organising a Workshop on Flight at high altitude, including manual flight and in failure conditions.

The workshop is intended to address in particular NAA flight ops departments, training organisations and operator flight safety departments. The purpose will be to raise awareness of the aviation community on trends identified in light of recent events and to discuss the best way to mitigate them. The outcome would be to share our best practices and come up with practical recommendations for all stakeholders.

The detailed agenda can be found in the appendix. This is subject to being finalised.

EASA would be glad to welcome representatives of your organisation able to constructively contribute to the debate around flying at high altitude, weather management and crew training.

The available space is limited, so we would appreciate it if you could confirm attendance before November 15, 2015.
For any information regarding the workshop, please contact Mr David Solar – Large Transport Aeroplane Section Manager at david.solar@easa.europa.eu

You will find here-below the practical information on:

- **How to get to EASA** (French version / German version)
- **Hotel corporate rates for visitors**

Yours faithfully,

Trevor Woods